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Dear Franklin, 

1Brnnklyu <trnllrgr 
BEDFORD AVENUE AND AVENUE H 

EIROOKL.YN, N . Y. 

1050 East 43rd St. 
Brooklyn 10, N.Y. 
Oct. 18, 1946 

Your letter arrived early this afternoon, and I immediately 
sat down to make the drawings, but my fingers were all thum~s, and 
for three hours I did nothing but waste ~aper. It finally occurred 
to me that neither of the figures, 1 or 5, was essential to the 
article. Both are easJ.ly available to anyone really interested. 
Making the dnawings myself would necessitate certain changes in the 
typescript, since I state in several places that these figures are 
reproductions of Evans' transcriptions. 

At the rate I am not progressing with the drawings, they might 
take a week. So I decided, with your approval, that they can be omitted. 
This will require certain changes in the typescript, which I have 
carefully noted on the ~nclosed sheets. Don't be frightened at 
the length. It was necessary to make sure you would find the place in 
the scriot. Actually, the changes only require changing a number in 
each case. I gave such detailed instructions for findine the place 
because I don't rememher if your copy and my carbon are identical. 

I asually write an article over about ten times. I start out 
with carbons, but somewhere around the third rewriting I usually 
decide the carbons are a waste of paper, and so it often happens that 
my final copy has a slightly different pagination and wordin~ from 
the last carbon I keep. I have often sworn to mead my ways, but I 
can't remember whether I did this time. 

By the way, is F1 ig. 11 in the script you have captioned 
ANOTHER }OUN TYPE 1 JITH A VARIANT ENDING IN B7, 63? If it is, all 
is well, and you can pee the alteration list without change. I kept 
putting it in and leaving it out, and apparently left no record of 
what I finally ddd. If Pig. 11 is different, my changes for the 
last three or four pages will be wrong. 

17 Oh yes, another point for next time. This question of copy11ight 
bothers me. If I want to use any of the inscriptions from The Palace 

(i) of ~t.inos, vol. IV, which was published in 1935, and they are inscriptions 
that haven't been published earlier, wjll it be necessary to get 
permission from r.:acmillaarn? The fly-leaf says the work is couyrighted. 
Up to this time, the inscriptions I used have al1 been published a long 
time ago, but such luck can't hold forever. I didn't bother about 
the nscriptions I used from Sundwall, because, as r · underRtand, he 
'himsel.f used them without permission; besides, I couldn't get in touch 
with Finland dpring the war. but I don't want to do anything either 
illegal or unethical. Since my work wtll probably always have to be 
based on other people'fl publications of inscription~, this is something 
I had better find out about. Hiss Richter gave me permission to use 
the material in the .bJ.etropoli tan, and when I asked l\ iRs Swindler a bout 
t 1e mr.l terial in my fir t article, she said that wa~ all right, but 
I'd like to know exactly what the correct procedure is. 
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